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The present‐day site of the Battle of Aubers Ridge, photographed by Laurent Mayeux.  
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Much of the attention of the Wadhurst History Society over the last year and a half has been concentrated on the Battle of 
Aubers Ridge and its centenary in 2015.  Because 25 men of Wadhurst were to die as a result of that battle and a further 
121 gave their lives in other theatres of war in the pursuit of peace throughout the world, it has been established that 
Wadhurst was one of the worst affected communities in the country. 
 
The photograph above looks towards the ridge which is less than 20 metres high but is yet high enough to allow the 
German forces to have a commanding view over the flat lands of Artois and to be able to eliminate over 11,000 British 
troops in one day.  Wadhurst’s vicar of the day, the Revd. Leslie Stevenson, called it Wadhurst ‘s Black Sunday. 
 
The History Society considered that the most appropriate ways to mark this significant anniversary were to publish a book 
focusing on the Battle of Aubers Ridge, entitled Wadhurst’s Black Sunday: 9th May 1915,  and to mount a Remembrance 
Exhibition which would feature not only this one specific battle but also the 1st World War and the 75th anniversary of the 
end of the 2nd World War.  This has meant that regularly producing Newsletters has had to be temporarily abandoned.  
Now we hope we can return to more frequent contacts with the membership. 
 
In the last few months, the Bocking family and in particular Charles Bocking’s daughter, Kate Burnell, have asked the 
Wadhurst History Society  to take over the guardianship and care of Mr Bocking’s  important Wadhurst-related collection.  
This responsibility we have been pleased to accept and we are now in the process of individually archiving every single 
photograph, document and artefact.  Naturally this work will take some time but items will be available for research and 
for exhibition as appropriate.  We are very grateful to the Bocking family for enabling Wadhurst to retain this collection 
within the community alongside our other three collections. 
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Talks Programme for the rest of 2015 
Doors open at 7.30 and the meeting starts at 8 pm. 

Bar, soft drinks and refreshments. 
 

Thur 17 September:  Gilly Halcrow:  Knole and the  
    Sackvilles   
Thur 8 October:        Alice Harms:     Carrying the Mails 
Wed 11 November:   Russell Bowes:  Digging for Victory  
Wed 10 December:   Annual General Meeting + Peter  

Collins and his Bell Ringers           
 

We are once again very grateful to Arthur Dewar 
for arranging another year of interesting and 
topical talks at our monthly meetings, with a 
wide variety of speakers. 

MONTHLY TALKS:  

In November 2014 we invited and managed to persuade two 
for our members to present talks:  

November 2014:   Members’  Night 

On 12th November, the Wadhurst History Society  
stayed close to home and gave ear to two presentations, 
one by Anthony Cosham about the photograph and 
archive collection of his late father Stan, the other from 
Joan Grace and Stephen Anderman on the history of the 
church clock,  two topics at the heart of the community. 

‘I must show you my latest acquisition’ –
MEMORIES OF A COMMUNITY’S RECORDING 

ANGEL. 

by  Anthony Cosham 

Anthony Cosham, who says he is often mistaken for 
Stan, his late father, brought to life Stan’s passion for 
collecting, which has provided for Wadhurst a treasure 
trove of photographs and documents of the history of 
Wadhurst over his own lifetime. This collection is now 
under the guardianship of the Wadhurst History Society.   

At  3.23 pm on 20th January 1956 an event which 
marked Wadhurst for ever, and which made the national 
as well as local radio TV and newspaper press, occurred 
when an RAF Meteor jet crashed into the row of 
buildings on which now One Stop and its adjacent shops 
stand, damaging the cottages at the top of Washwell 
Lane and destroying the Queens Hotel.  Anthony was 4 
years old at the time, living in Pembury, and recalled his 
father hurrying to Wadhurst to learn whether his sister 
Jean, married to Percy Skidmore and living at No 3 
Washwell Lane had survived.  Four adults, including the 
pilot and co-pilot lost their lives in that tragedy.  
Photographs of the devastated buildings formed part of 
Stan’s collection from the early days, and he went on to 
record in photos most of the major events of Wadhurst 
and the people that took part in them, for many years 
afterwards.   In October 1958 his father took over the 
tenancy of Jean and Percy’s house when they moved 
away, and for the rest of his life Stan was a Wadhurst 
man.   

Stan collected not just photographs, he also collected 
memorabilia of events, such as programmes of 
performances by the Wadhurst Dramatic Society, and 
tickets from the 1960s onwards, show schedules and 
photos  from the Wadhurst Gardening and Allotments 
Association, from 1928 to 1970, parish magazines from 
the 1920s to 1950s, the local school, then housed in 



 

what is now the Youth Centre, with its portraits of 
Edward VII and Queen Alexandra behind photos of the 
pupils,  Wadhurst Farmers from 1900, star turns like Joe 
Davis in 1949, Wilfrid Pickles presenting BBC’s ‘Have 
a Go’ in 1954 and Dickie Henderson in the 1970’s. He 
photographed local people, such as Joyce Harmer as the 
Carnival Queen, in events that occurred in the village 
thereafter. He collected auction and sales catalogues 
recording sales of some of Wadhurst’s best known 
properties, such as Durgates Lodge in 1889 and, in 
1926, Shovers Green and Nomansland Farms, the 
opening of the swimming pool in 1966, sited near an old 
pond, dispossessing the local colony of frogs who every 
spring would return and try to breed in it. He joined the 
Footpath Society with the family in 1974 and recorded 
the walks for 12 years, and every shop and business in 
the village was photographed for his collection. 

He was not known ever to have said “no” to anything 
offered, and was eager to show and explain his 
collection to anyone who asked, and if not asked he 
would say, ‘Have I shown you my latest acquisition?’    

He and Charlie Bocking collaborated to mount an 
exhibition in 1984 as a joint venture and Stan held 
another exhibition in 1987.  He donated funds to the 
Scouts, the Hall and Field fund, and to Belmont 
Surgery. In 1990, he was sponsored to go up in a hot-air 
balloon taking his camera to record Wadhurst and its 
surroundings from the air. He persuaded the steeplejacks 
repairing the steeple to take his camera up and 
photograph the views from the spire.  His collection 
included photos of the 1911 Coronation of George V, 
1919 ending of WW1,  George V’s Silver Jubilee in 
1935 and the Charter Celebrations of 1903 and 2003, 
together with commemorations of the Battle of Aubers 
Ridge.  His collection of newspaper cuttings filled 60 
scrapbooks of which Anthony has edited 20 so far.  
Some memorable images include the Courthopes of 
Whiligh, family and staff, George Courthope’s car in 
1900, his election as MP in 1910, Daphne and her sister, 
haymaking and timber felling on the farms.   Anthony 
reminded us that timber felled on the Whiligh estate had 
been used in the roofing in Westminster Hall.   

One of the most poignant and unusual items in the 
collection is a hard biscuit from World War I  given by 
an unnamed soldier to his sweetheart, and tied with a 
little blue ribbon.  Did he return?  

Anthony’s recollections reminded us that Stan has 
recorded our history and his collection is very personal 
to us all. 

SUMMONED BY BELLS –THE HISTORY OF 

WADHURST’S CHURCH CLOCK and ITS INNARDS 

by  Joan Grace and Stephen Anderman 

Behind the triumphant public event marking the 
reinstatement of the clock chimes on 4th May 2013 lies a 
dogged campaign to bring about the repairs and 
rejuvenation of our ancient clock, led by Joan Grace 
who with Stephen Anderman presented to us a narrative 
of how this was achieved and the history of the clock 
itself.  From the exterior of the church under the golden 
shingles of the new spire, we see its blue and gilded 
face.  Lower down the tower, inside a small window sits 
a piece of Victorian engineering of mesmerising 
complexity called a flatbed turret clock.     

It was made in 1873 by Gillett and Brand, possibly 
replacing an earlier timepiece or perhaps a sundial 
shown in a picture of the church known to date no later 
than 1846 [when Clavers was demolished; the Lodge 
replaced it.] and mentioned in A A Wace’s book on 
Wadhurst as existing as early as 1822.    On first view of 
the mechanism, its relationship to a modern timepiece 
seems coincidental and more akin to a Heath Robinson 
invention than something that actually works, but 
Stephen and Joan demonstrated that it not only does 
work but they helped us to understand how it works.  
Striking Train, Going Train connects to Chiming Train, 
via levers, cogs, brass wheels with notches at irregular 
intervals, all originally caused to move in their 
predetermined ways by great weights memorably 
calculated by Joan as numbers of suitcases [ten suitcases 
represents 40lb] powering pendulums and moving the 
hands visible on the exterior of the tower giving no clue 
to the viewer outside of the genius of the engineer 
within.  The gravity escapement, similar to the one 
designed by Lord Grimthorpe for the clock in Big Ben, 
which would double as a modern sculpture in any 
respectable art gallery, demonstrated the connections of 
the various parts of the clock in motion. A still image 
has its power to inform, a moving image had us all 
sitting up and taking notice, as the gravity escapement 
leapt into life, and activated the beautiful brass wheels 
with their cogs, teeth, and levers.  Fly wheels whirred 
around maniacally, in fact soothing the machine into a 
legato rhythm in perfect time, whereas, Joan assured us, 
without the fly wheels the machine would have a 
tendency to run away with itself.   Typically British 
seemed the device of using small loose change 
strategically placed to raise the centre of gravity to make 
the clock go faster or slower. 



 

The clock originally had to be wound every two and half 
days, by a sturdy chap or two climbing the tower and 
winding the huge weights from the ground to the top 
thirty feet up. Not surprisingly, such chaps could not 
always be found, and by the 1960’s the clock stopped.  
The then Rector, the Revd. Plomley gave instructions 
for an overhaul, but that the chimes should not be 
reinstated as ‘there was no local demand for the 
chimes’.    

Between 1972 and 1974 Roy Albinson and his wife 
overhauled the mechanism, made the flat bed flat again, 
replaced the rotten wood with steel girders to make safe 
the housing of the clock.    The same bells are used to 
make the chimes as are rung by the change ringers, only 
a hammer hits the rim of the bell to make the clock 
strike and chime.   This work was financed by 
Commander and Mrs Colin Yeo, and a commemorative 
plaque was installed to remember their daughter 
Caroline who died in the train crash of 1967.   

The clock remains a work in progress with further 
observation of its performance leading to further 
adjustments over time. Automatic winding mechanisms 
now obviate the need to haul up the weights every two 
days.   Having seen Joan and Stephen’s slides and the 
video clips of the mechanism, one can see how, similar 
to a musical score, the design of this magnificent 
machine has the power to make music in the Wadhurst 
soundscape. Mere words cannot do justice to the visual 
impact of the presentation and a view of Joan and 
Stephen’s power point collection is recommended. 

 These members’  talks were much appreciated and 
we hope that others would like to volunteer to 
present their hobby or favourite Wadhurst-related 
subject in the future.  A similar evening is planned 
for November 2016.  Do please let me know. 
 
January  2015:    CHURCHILL OF CHARTWELL  

 

 by Heather Woodward  
 

A last minute change of programme had to be made to 
start the year of 2015 because Algy Hoare was not able 
to tell us about the history of the Wadhurst Brass Band 
as he was in hospital as a result of an accident. 
 

Heather Woodward therefore stepped in and gave us a 
wonderful insight into the life of Winston Churchill and 
his family and their life at his beloved Chartwell.  We 
looked at Churchill the man and his failures and of 
course his successes.  But joyfully this was a study of 
him and not at all about politics. 

Winston Churchill’s childhood was not entirely happy, 
his nanny became his lifeline and she even visited him 

to his obvious delight when he was at school at Harrow.  
He gradually made his way into politics.  It was said that 
when you first met Churchill you would see all his faults 
and would spend the rest of your life discovering his 
virtues. 

Churchill fell in love with Chartwell and wanted to buy 
it, but his wife Clementine did not – she saw the 
problems and costs of running such an establishment.  
However, without telling her, he did  purchase the house 
and estate in 1923 for £5,000 and then spent a further 
£18,000 on major alterations before the family moved 
in!  This did cause some rifts with the particularly thrifty 
Clemmie.  The four children loved it and Churchill’s 
youngest daughter who became Lady Mary Soames and 
who died in May 2014 always supported the National 
Trust with its conservation work and presentations at 
Chartwell.  Churchill could relax there.  He loved to sit 
by the pond and watch the Koya Carp swimming about 
and he took up painting very successfully.  His studio at 
Chartwell now houses the largest single collection of his 
paintings.  He looked on painting as a distraction to 
absorb the mind without exhausting the body. 

We were given delightful insights into Churchill family 
life at Chartwell, followed by the war years when he 
was able to visit Chartwell on only five occasions.  
After the war the Churchill family moved back to 
Chartwell while retaining their London residence, 
thanks to the generosity of 17 anonymous sponsors.  
The talk concluded with some wonderful and poignant 
pictures and memories of the State Funeral in January 
1965.    

Heather had excellent slides to show us throughout and 
brought the whole extraordinary story of Churchill and 
Chartwell to life in a most interesting way.  Her talk was 
very much enjoyed by all of us.           Martin Turner 

 

February 2015:           LIFE IN THE 18th   
CENTURY THEATRE 

 

 by Frances Hughes 

 

 

 

 

 

David Garrick painted by Thomas Gainsborough 



 

Frances entertained us with her intimate knowledge of 
the development of the theatre and paintings of the time, 
which serve as a record of life on the 18th Century 
stage. 

She concentrated on the life and work of David 
Garrick (1717-1779), who introduced realism to the 
theatre, profoundly influencing all aspects of theatrical 
production during the period. He was known, 
particularly, for his actions and his voice.  Similarly, 
Frances drew on the works of a number of artists, all of 
whom had painted representations of Garrick, or those 
patronised by him.  

The two leading London theatres of the day were 
situated in Covent Garden and at nearby Drury Lane, a 
compact area containing Inigo Jones' St Paul's Church, 
known even today as the actors' church. John Gay's The 
Beggar's Opera (1728) ran for some 69 nights at Drury 
Lane, dealing with the politics of the day in a witty, 
amusing, and somewhat dangerous manner. In all, 
around 9,000 people attended the play, despite the fact 
that tickets were expensive.  

William Hogarth produced a painting of the final scene 
of The Beggar's Opera. In his works, Hogarth always 
sought 'a line of beauty', his Southwark Fair, for 
example, capturing some fascinating and thoughtful 
detail. In another painting, set at Newton's house in 
London, he shows royal children acting out a Dryden 
play, in a sumptuous salon lit by a candelabrum 
(gaslight came in during the early Regency period). By 
contrast, an anonymous watercolour of the same period 
depicts a travelling theatrical company in Wales, 
demonstrating the harsh living conditions endured by 
such a company, whose members walked huge distances 
and set up temporary accommodation under canvas in 
the open air. 

Dr Samuel Johnson brought one of his Lichfield 
pupils, David Garrick, to London: a plain man, standing 
just 5'4" tall, Garrick had inherited money, and wished 
to try his luck at acting. He and Johnson rode, tied up, 
and walked, to London, where Garrick initially opened a 
wine cellar just off the Strand.  Eventually, finding 
acting parts, he came  to public notice with his  portrayal 
of Richard III at a minor London playhouse, with 
Hogarth immortalising the 'Bosworth Field scene' in a 
painting. 
A few years later, Johnson would take "thé" at the 
Southampton Street home of Garrick and his mistress, 
an Irish actress named Peg Woffington, whose portrait, 
on display at the National Portrait Gallery, shows her, 
paralysed, before her death at just 39 years of age. As an 
interesting insight, Johnson admired Peg's tea-making at 

Southampton Street, it being of a delicious, blood red 
variety, whereas Garrick's legendary parsimony saw him 
use tea leaves extremely sparingly. 
Joshua Reynolds became friendly with Garrick, 
painting him as 'torn between comedy and tragedy'. 
Although preferring comedy, Garrick had played the 
tragic Lear, Macbeth, Richard III, and Hamlet, in which 
rôles, as was the custom, hand gestures and the placing 
of feet became significant, the former to express 
emotion, the latter to determine whether the speaker 
were royal, aristocratic, or of inferior social standing. 
Additionally, perhaps strangely to our 21st century 
attitudes, the sight of men's calves was considered 
sexually alluring at the time.  

Johann Zoffany met Garrick, gaining his patronage, 
and painted Garrick's 'dagger scene' in Macbeth, as well 
as the final scene of Venice Preserv'd, flattering his 
short, plain patron in these works. Tom King, as 
Touchstone (from As You Like It), also by Zoffany, was 
an actor supported by Garrick, and a mainstay at Drury 
Lane for 30 years.  

Charles Macklin, who had played Shylock, was a 
friend of Garrick, and had, during a quarrel over a wig, 
thrust a swordstick into the eye of a fellow actor, 
Thomas Hallam, who subsequently died. Arrested and 
tried, Macklin avoided imprisonment, being branded, 
imperceptibly, with an 'M'(for manslaughter) on the arm 
instead. He died aged 97, but lives on, in spirit, as one of 
the ghosts at Drury Lane.  

Henry Woodward played Petruchio in Catharine & 
Petruchio, a 1754 re-working, by Garrick, of The 
Taming of the Shrew, staged more often and 
considerably better thought of at the time than 
Shakespeare's original, eloquently testifying how 
talented Garrick was perceived to be.  

On his dying in 1779, a death mask of Garrick was cast, 
allowing us familiarity with his facial features, and, 
following a lavish public funeral, he was laid to rest at 
Poets' Corner in Westminster Abbey.    

It may be advanced that the theatre, as we know and 
understand it today, had developed, in particular, 
through Garrick's input, the location of the two great 
playhouses of his day giving rise, in time, to today's pre-
eminence of London's West End as the home of live 
entertainment. The various artists of the 18th Century 
have left us a rich legacy of paintings and drawings, 
revealing the costume, actions, scenery, and general 
colour of the London stage, which would otherwise 
have remained unknown. 



 

Indeed, for about an hour, Frances Hughes gave us a 
glimpse of the flavour of a performance in a London 
theatre of the 1700s, and most enjoyable it proved to be.   

Stefan Gatward 
 
 
March 2015:   THE SOCIAL HISTORY OF THE 
WEALDEN VILLAGES          
 

by Dr. John Kay 
 

We were treated to a professionally presented talk about 
the history of our region, by Dr. John Kay, a biochemist, 
who described himself as an amateur Social Historian. 

He described that where people lived determined their 
prosperity and how the social structure of the villages 
developed. The Wealden geology had a great impact on 
the type of farming possible. In early times the Downs 
were settled and proved the “easiest” to plough using, 
basically, a sharp stick. The heavy Wealden clay was 
fertile, if seeds could be persuaded to germinate. So the 
forested Weald was used for hunting, timber, coppicing 
and ironstone. Clearings were used as summer pasture 
but not permanently settled. Travel was difficult, 
especially for vehicular traffic, through the forested 
area. If possible rivers and streams were used. 

In Medieval times a huge increase in population put 
pressure on clearance of the forest leading to the growth 
of the Wealden parishes. The iron industry developed 
with plentiful supplies of both ironstone and fuel in the 
form of charcoal. 

The Archbishop of Canterbury had the manor of South 
Malling which stretched across Sussex and included 
Wadhurst among it's parishes. In 1285 Wadhurst had a 
population that was a mixture of free tenants, villains 
and cottagers, a population of some 1500. This matched 
the Doomsday Book population of the whole of South 
Malling Manor. 

The Dissolution of the Monasteries saw the end of the 
power of the Manors. Power was transferred to 
Magistrates who could be replaced if the need arose.  
All the powers of Manors were transferred to Crown 
Officials. Parishes became self governing units of local 
government. The woodland was managed for the 
production of timber, coppicing, charcoal production 
and iron manufacture increased and the parishes 
increased in prosperity. However in Georgian times iron 
smelting using coal was developed and the woodland 
industry declined with land reverting to agriculture. 
Wealden farms were small and inefficient because of the 
soil. Diverse occupations were taken up including 

smuggling and roads improved when Turnpikes were 
introduced. (Wadhurst High Street used to be one.)  

Wealden parishes were managed from the Vestry by 
inhabitants, which didn't mean someone who lived in 
the parish but someone who paid rates, in other words 
the more prosperous residents. 

The parish collected taxes of various kinds, maintained 
law and order, maintained the roads, was the employer 
of last resort and provided social care for the 
parishioners in need. The Parish Workhouses were just 
that, a suitable building. 

Everyone had settlement determined by which parish 
was responsible for their care under the Poor Laws. 
Conditions included, owning a property, parish officials, 
living as a apprentice or being a resident servant for one 
year, a woman by marriage and being born in the parish. 
If an unmarried woman from another parish was about 
to give birth, strenuous efforts would be made to ensure 
the child was not born in that parish, or that she got 
married to the father of the child. Kidnapping of men. 
“shotgun” wedding etc. was rife - anything to avoid 
upkeep by the parish. 

Settlement records were kept by the parish in the form 
of Settlement Certificates, Examinations, Apprentice 
Indentures, Illegitimacy Records and miscellaneous 
paperwork. An undesirable from another parish might 
be served with a Removal Order and the resulting trial 
records give detailed life histories of people at the time. 
In modern times our systems of Social Services are 
based very largely on the old parish system. 

The New Poor Law transferred responsibility from 
parishes to Poor Law Unions which fostered a cruel and 
harsh environment which was intended to discourage 
malingering. The end of the Vestry saw roads, care of 
the poor, police, County Councils (1889) and Parish 
Councils being formed. 

The presentation gave an interesting and informative 
insight into how life was in Wadhurst in former time 
and how our modern Social Services developed.        

                                         John Preston 
 

April 2015:  AUBERS RIDGE, FROMELLES 
AND WADHURST – The battles, the 
battlefields and more. 

by Major Tonie and Mrs. Valmai Holt. 

Major and Mrs. Holt are internationally famous for their  
guided tours to battlefields, notably those of the First 



 

World War, and as authors of many books on the 
subject. They had led the first British group to Aubers, 
the site of the fateful battle which had resulted in the 
deaths of 25 Wadhurst men in May 1915. Half of all the 
British war dead are “Missing”, i.e. they have no known 
grave, and their names are recorded on a number of 
memorials sited along the Western Front, including two 
in the Aubers region – La Bombe (Indian), and Le 
Touret (British) where the 25 from Wadhurst, most of 
them “Missing”, are commemorated. 

The Holts set the scene for 1915: German plans for 
defeating France within six weeks in 1914 had failed, 
leaving the rival armies facing each other along a 400-
mile trench line running from the Channel coast to 
Switzerland. One 4-mile stretch of the line (a mere 1% 
of the total) had witnessed significant battles in the 
space of 16 months, among them:- 

 Neuve Chapelle, 10th – 13th March 1915, with 
13,000 British casualties. 

 Aubers Ridge, 9th – 10th May 1915, with 12,000 
British casualties (and, to put it in context, 
Major Holt made the point that this is 2½ times 
the present population of Wadhurst). 

 Fromelles, 19th – 20th July 1916, with 5,500 
Australian and 1,500 British casualties. 

In order to demonstrate the geographical scale of this 
bloody battlefield, the Holts cleverly presented a map of 
it with, overlaid around its perimeter, the relative 
positions of Tidebrook, central Wadhurst, Cousley 
Wood and Wadhurst station. The Royal Sussex 
Regiment, including the men of Wadhurst, had attacked 
and been killed at the extreme south-western end of this 
area. 

Turning to the effects of the war on the village, 
“Wadhurst Back in Time” was warmly commended, 
especially Ken Jones’ research for its roll of honour, and 
examples were given of the usefulness of the 
Commonwealth War Graves Commission’s website for 
research. 

Sights to be seen around the Aubers Ridge battlefield 
include many beautiful CWGC cemeteries, notably the 
unique new one at Fromelles; the remains of about 100 
bunkers (including the ‘real’ and ‘phoney’ ones linked 
to Hitler); the Aubers village war memorial and the 
battlefield garden; and the Australian memorial 
incorporating the “Digger” statue. 

Major Holt’s final point was that, when on battlefield 
visits, we should make time to stop and remember that 
these are all places where men fought and died. The 

speakers concluded by presenting the Society with a 
copy of their latest illustrated battlefield guide, “The 
Western Front – North”, for its library.        Roger Joye 

 

April, 2015: BRITISH SOCIETY AND THE 1ST 

WORLD WAR   

by Dr Adrian Gregory 

In around forty-five minutes, Dr Gregory delivered his 
lecture, demonstrating how matters at home impacted on 
the business at the Front during the conflict.  

British society prior to 1914 had been very localised: 
people worked within walking distance of home, many 
lived-in as domestic staff, and services were mainly 
provided by Local Government. There was, however, 
mass emigration to destinations within the Empire, for, 
although commerce and industry were buoyant at home, 
there was extraordinary poverty, resembling that of 
today's Third World nations. The population, relatively 
young (its norm large families, checked by high infant 
mortality), Trade Unions, an emergent Labour Party, 
women suffragettes, and suffragists clamoured for a 
reluctant Liberal Government to do something at 
national level. The most urgent concern was not the rise 
of militarist Germany but the "Irish Question", politics 
on the emerald isle embracing militarism, gun-running, 
and armed opposition to British troops. A sense of crisis 
pertained, certainly, but no inevitable explosion.  

In 1914, however, there was considerable dismay, the 
economy in bad shape, unemployment rising, a panic 
setting in regarding supplies, rampant inflation, and then 
that fateful August Bank Holiday weekend. On the 
Sunday, there were substantial anti-war protests, but 
Germany's subsequent trespass on to Belgian soil 
brought Britain unavoidably to war in support of her 
ally, France. The Liberal Lloyd-George and much 
Liberal opinion openly supported the war.  

War accepted, patriotic feelings manifested themselves 
in support of the Armed Forces, heightened at the end of 
August following the Mons débâcle, as the need for 
more soldiers grew desperate. Basing his thinking on 
earlier Napoleonic wars, Lloyd-George declared 
"Business as usual", but Kitchener was to draw 
thousands of men away from the workplace. The press 
criticised the management of the war, demanding a 
more effective industrial workforce at home, equal to 
the necessary huge demand for supplies. 

Gallipoli, April 1915, was unsuccessful, the ensuing 
Coalition Government containing Conservatives calling 



 

for greater effort on the Western Front, this giving rise, 
in turn, to the Derby Scheme and the Military Service 
Act. Lloyd-George understood the merits of using the 
suffragettes against the Trade Unions, bringing them 
into industrial employment to address the outright 
labour shortage. At this time also, rent protests on the 
Clyde led to the passing of a Rent Act, while Lloyd-
George increased anti-drink measures as a means of 
curbing the growing incidence of drunkenness.  

The war appeared to be heading for a swift military 
conclusion, but Allied offensives were derailed by 
events at Verdun in 1915, leading to the launch of the 
Somme offensive of July-November 1916. If the Allies 
did come close to getting the Germans to the negotiating 
table, it would take a further two more years of struggle 
to do so.  

After the loss of his son, Asquith, understandably, had 
little appetite for the war, and was replaced by Lloyd-
George, who concentrated on holding British society 
together in 1917, at a time of unrestricted U-boat 
warfare, exacerbated by Britain's own limited strategic 
options. The dynamics changed once Tsarist Russia 
imploded and the USA entered the fray, not for that 
long-held British concept of the Balance of Power, but 
"for the sake of democracy and civilisation".  

By late 1917 the pressures of new forms of 
industrialised warfare intensified, the bombing raids, 
notably by Gotha bombers on London, growing more 
serious. Nonetheless, the population was confident of 
final victory, accepting stoically the 1918 introduction 
of sugar, margarine, and meat rationing. Other 
combatant nations had put bread on ration, yet Britain 
did not.  

Despite enormous tensions, British society held 
together. Around 750,000 young British men lost their 
lives  (12% of those under arms), a similar number 
being badly wounded, this human cost unevenly spread 
in both families and communities, the tension between 
survivors' "guilt" and the anger of those bereaved 
particularly acute. Working-class families may have had 
greater losses, but the smaller middle-class family units 
often lost an only son. The middle-classes, particularly, 
were resolved to press on for absolute victory, in an 
attempt to justify the sacrifice made to achieve it, while 
families with members still at the Front were more 
amenable to a compromise to end the conflict.  

The Armistice of November 1918 brought hostilities to 
a close, but the Peace Treaty was not signed until June 
1919, so, correctly, the war is the 1914-1919 War. Why 
had it been fought? It was a war against militarism, 

intended to put an end to belligerence itself. The author 
H.G. Wells coined the phrase "The war to end wars", 
but Maréchal Foch opined (rightly, as it turned out) that 
the Treaty of Versailles delivered merely a fragile peace 
for the coming 20 years. That British generation which 
lived through it regarded this war as the Great War, and 
British society, dusting itself down after more than four 
years of bitter struggle, realised that things would never 
be the same again, pre-1914 Britain having changed 
forever.                                                    Stefan Gatward 

May 2015:     TOM CREAN: UNSUNG HERO OF 

ANTARCTICA 

by Michael Smith 

         

 

          Tom Crean  

 

Tom Crean’s adventures took place in Antarctica when 
on expeditions with Scott and Shackleton who both 
recognised his worth.  

By lucky chance when Scott’s ship, the HMS 
Discovery, called in at Lyttelton Harbour in New 
Zealand, one of the sailors deserted ship. He was 
replaced by a volunteer from another naval ship in port 
at the same time. This volunteer was Able Seaman Tom 
Crean who proved to be a most valuable Antarctic 
explorer. 

In 1900 only the coastline of Antarctica had ever been 
visited. Scott’s was the first expedition to see how far 
south they could on land. Crean was in the advance 
party which laid out depots for those following behind. 
They were rapidly introduced to the difficulties of man-
hauling sledges up glaciers and camping at temperatures 
that went down to -67° C, with dogs as their 
companions! The expedition reached within 300 miles 
of the South Pole high on the Antarctic Plateau.  

All returned home much wiser. 

After a few more years in the navy Crean was recruited 
for Scott’s next expedition to Antarctica for the race to 
the South Pole. This time they took Siberian ponies as 
well as dogs but still had little idea of handling them. It 
was a 900 mile walk to the South Pole, across the Ross 
Ice Shelf, up the Beardmore Glacier, and across the 
Antarctic Plateau dragging sledges all the way. Crean 
was in the last support group to turn back when just 150 
miles from the pole. He was in tears when Scott told 



 

him that he could not go on because of his smoker’s 
cough. 

On the journey back to Base Camp, one of the three 
men, Evans, collapsed from scurvy and had to be carried 
on the sledge. Eventually Crean left the other two and 
walked the last 35 miles alone to fetch help. It took him 
18 hours, with only a couple of biscuits and some 
chocolate for sustenance, before he stumbled exhausted 
into the Hut. Evans survived and later became an 
Admiral while Crean was awarded the Albert Medal for 
his rescue.  

Crean was in the search party who searched for and 
located the missing Polar team. It is amazing how they 
managed to navigate so accurately in such hostile 
conditions. 

Just a year later Crean was enlisted by Shackleton to 
cross Antarctica on foot. They never started the walk as 
their ship, Endurance, was beset by ice. In the next 10 
months the ship drifted northwards in the Weddell Sea 
before eventually being crushed by the ice. With three 
ill-equipped lifeboats for the 28 men, they reached the 
edge of the pack ice and sailed to Elephant Island. Crean 
was one of the six men who then undertook the 
incredible boat journey to South Georgia and then one 
of the three to cross the mountains to the whaling station 
on the other side of the island. Through all these 
experiences Crean was often recorded as the one who 
still smiled and sang.  

If you would like a small adventure with an Antarctic 
flavour, then why not visit The South Pole Inn to see the 
Polar medals and other memorabilia, but no diary, of 
Tom Crean. This is where he set up home in Annascaul, 
County Kerry, Ireland.    Joan Grace 

 

June 2015:  ARTISTS OF THE 1ST  WORLD WAR  
 

 by MARTIN HEARD  

Martin Heard, an independent art historian, has recently 
devoted his time to researching Art historical periods 
and subjects.  The Avant Garde artists produced a 
number of challenging works which caught his 
attention.   

The First World War and its aftermath was a watershed 
in the history of 20th Century arts and it developed a 
number of “-isms”.    

The term Expressionism developed a distinctly German 
character and Otto Dix’s works were often a form of 
protest.   He himself suffered badly from shell-shock; 
his The Trench where soldiers looked like moles 
covered in slime created a scandal.   Another artist, 

Ernst Kirchner’s 1915 painting Artillery Men in the 
Shower depicted very thin, raw recruits – an unpleasant 
image of serving soldiers. 

Italy did not join the Great War until 1915 and was still 
backward in industrial development and social 
infrastructure.   The Italian Futurists were fascinated by 
the new technology of war and its dynamism, combined 
with trains, which epitomised the fast pace of urban life. 

The French Avant Garde represented by the Cubist 
movement was led by Picasso, Braque and Matisse.  
Artists such as Jacques Villon and Roger de La 
Fresnaye produced works featuring military parades.   
Because of the war, however, many of the Avant Garde 
were engaged in poster design, publications and 
pamphlet illustration. 

In 1917 during convalescence from a mustard gas 
attack, Fernand Léger, originally an engineer, painted 
The Card Players, an effective and chilling 
composition. The robot-like monstrous figures 
dominated the canvas, reflecting his experience as an 
engineer whose expertise had contributed to design the 
horrors of war.    

The British Avant Garde included many artists who had 
studied under Henry Tonks at The Slade. Jacob 
Epstein, the sculptor, was among them and another 
sculptor, Eric Kennington (1889-1960), produced his 
1915 work The Kensingtons at Laventie painted on glass 
- a masterpiece.   It caught the weariness of the troops, 
recently emerged from the trenches exhausted yet 
waiting to form up for a five-mile route march back to 
their billets, a depleted unit.   The military authorities 
were unhappy about the public seeing such a depiction. 
Some did see it and were horrified.  Till then, the public 
had generally been kept ignorant regarding the plight of 
soldiers. 

At the outbreak of war C.R.W. Nevinson, a Quaker, 
joined the Friends Ambulance Unit and was deeply 
disturbed when tending wounded French soldiers.   His 
The Doctor 1918 shows wounded soldiers receiving 
medical aid; Paths of Glory 1917 was more 
conventional but shows bodies lying unattended in the 
trenches; The Bursting Shell 1915 with its use of strong 
lines and swirling movement, reflecting Futurist 
compositions, created the effect of an explosion 
juxtaposed with the view of a cobbled street. 

Muirhead-Bone was a Scottish graphic designer  
engaged as an official war artist to produce drawings of 
“appropriate war scenes” for propaganda purposes and 
historical records.   His drawings were reproduced in a 
collection called “The Western Front” including some 
of the Somme Offensive.   The army hierarchy was, 



 

furious that he included drawings of tanks, military 
equipment not known to the British public.   He was in 
his way subversive; he felt the country should be made 
aware of developments.    

Paul Nash was a British surrealist painter and war artist,  
and among the most important landscape artists of the 
first half of the C20.   His 1918 We are Making the New 
World clearly depicts landscape as the victim of war.   
People are excluded: the land is dead and polluted,  an 
unwanted new world, unlovable yet inescapable.   1917 
Salient at Night (Ypres) shows a night scene in the 
trenches with three soldiers on the fire-step, clearly  
vulnerable to enemy fire on three sides.   A similar 
depiction by Otto Dix, The Flare (1917), shows his 
star-shell highlighting an isolated area with men caught 
on barbed wire, dead before being fired on.  David 
Bomberg was commissioned to produce a battlefield 
scene for Canada: Sappers at Work – A Tunnelling 
Company Hill 60, St. Eloi but was asked to produce a 
less abstract and more representative version. He was so 
upset by the rejection that he had a breakdown and 
never recovered his initial promise. Canadian Artillery 
(1916) by Percy Wyndham-Lewis was more narrative 
and traditional;   as he had served in an artillery battery, 
it was an accurate depiction.   His soldiers are seen 
running away from German gas clouds: thick masses of 
yellow-green chlorine vapour drifted over the trenches 
and engulfed the soldiers.   His A Battery Shelled (1917) 
features a group of soldiers, many dead and the trenches 
lined with robotic stick men.   It is thought Wyndham-
Lewis had been out ‘spotting’ and came back to find 
most of his men had been killed. 

In 1919 Paul Nash produced The Menin Road, a huge 
canvas 60ft square depicting a maze of flooded trenches, 
shell craters and tree stumps devoid of any foliage 
pointing to the sky which is full of smoke plumes.   Two 
soldiers at the centre of the picture try to follow the now 
unrecognizable road but appear trapped in this terrible 
new landscape. 

Stanley Spencer’s work, which included The Dressing 
Station, Macedonia 1916, was imaginative and lively; 
John Singer Sargent’s Gassed, completed in 1919 is a 
very large canvas depicting the aftermath and casualties 
of a gas attack by the Germans.   The side-on view 
shows soldiers being guided along a duckboard by a 
medical orderly, their eyes bandaged, each man relying 
on the man in front.         

Following the Armistice, governments worldwide did 
not want to raise public awareness of the extent of 
disfigurement inflicted on the forces.   It was not until 
1924 that The Procession of the Mutilated by Jean 

Boissière was seen publicly and all were shocked at the 
number of seriously injured, among them men in 
wheelchairs, blind and on crutches.   A completely 
different piece came from Claude Monet who asked 
that Water Lilies should be displayed on a curved space.   
Specially constructed walls were built to mount the 
decorative panels as a monument to the end of WW1, 
and they were installed in the Orangerie in Paris.  Here 
war is not being glorified but the tranquillity of Monet’s 
garden.    

The Aftermath of the war left governments unsure how 
to commemorate their fallen. German artists led the way 
in exposing the disastrous consequences of war on their 
country with Otto Dix providing the much-needed 
social commentary.   His 1920 The Match Seller is a 
stark, jarring canvas. Dix protests against the senseless 
brutality of war.  Not for him a group of wounded 
soldiers but a single, blind, limbless man on a street 
corner. 

In England Lloyd George instructed Sir Edwin Lutyens 
to design a monument, originally of timber but later 
built in Portland stone; the Cenotaph in Whitehall has 
become the National Memorial for remembrance 
commemoration.   Stanley Spencer drew on his 
personal experiences for The Memorial Chapel at 
Sandham (1926-32).   As a pacifist Spencer had served 
with the Royal Army Medical Corps (1916-18) in 
Macedonia.   The Memorial Chapel mural shows 
soldiers in Macedonia rising from their graves with 
crosses. His Unveiling of Cookham War Memorial 1927 
is an intriguingly peaceful painting despite the fact that 
Stanley’s eldest brother Sydney had been killed in the 
last few months of the war and his name was on the 
memorial.    

Martin Heard’s clear explanations and vivid images  
illustrated how all these “war artists” produced an 
extraordinary range of striking concepts that conveyed 
the immediacy and the horror of the conflict. 

Val Tonbridge 
A full version of Val’s essay on the War Artists can be 
found on the Wadhurst History Society website and it is 
well worth reading. 

July 2015:   BY GOD AND THE COUNTRY: 
A THOUSAND YEARS OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
 

by Christopher Whittick 
of the East Sussex Record Office 

 

Our speaker took us back to a period when 
responsibility for the prosecution of crime rested with 
the victim or victim’s family: a procedure based on the 
Saxon ‘blood-feud’, in which monetary value applied to 



 

all crimes. In Lewes in 1086 the price of ‘bloodshed’ 
was seven shillings and fourpence. Hanging was the 
penalty for all unmendable crimes, even for inability to 
pay. 

Criminal prosecution by other than the parties to crime, 
began after the Norman Conquest. Felonies---actions 
leading to forfeiture of felons’ property to their lord was 
an essential part of feudalism. Death, inflicted by the 
State or entitled private persons, was the only sentence. 
Hanging eventually superseded the use of the guillotine, 
throwing over the cliff, hanging, drawing and quartering 
and all other forms of execution. 

In the C12th, the concept emerged that crime, as well as 
being attacks on individuals, was an affront to society. 
Perhaps the most momentous development during 
Henry II’s reign was the law ‘Assize of Clarendon’ of 
1166, by which the principle of jury-inquest was applied 
nationally. This Assize required four lawful men from 
every ‘Township’, with twelve from every ‘Hundred’, to 
denounce all malefactors within their jurisdictions. 
These denunciations became known as indictments. 

‘Ordeal’, whether by water or fire, remained the normal 
proof of guilt until 1215 when the Lateran Council 
forbade the Clergy to participate in physical 
punishments. 

Throughout the C13th crime in the counties was dealt 
with by itinerant justices: national figures from the 
central administration, or by local men--‘keepers of the 
peace’. In 1361, a statute required that in each county a 
nobleman, three or four most worthy men and others 
learned in the law, should serve as JPs. 

By the end of the C15th, the system for the disposal of 
criminal cases in the counties had assumed the form that 
persisted until the  Courts Act 1971. Serious crime was 
dealt with twice a year at the Sussex Assizes. A display 
of the law’s majesty as the judges arrived was intended 
to impress…..     

Local JPs dealt with crimes of middling nature, the 
administration of the county, pre-trial investigations and 
punishment for minor offences, sitting  either at home or 
in regular Petty Sessions, known as Magistrates’ or 
Police Courts. 

There were problems. Gaol fever was rampant, affecting 
both dock and bench. Assembling prisoners, jurors, 
prosecutors, witnesses and lawyers in a world of 
inadequate postal services was difficult. Difficulties in 
the court itself arose from the use of Latin. 

By 1830, Sussex, excluding the Cinque Ports, had 11 
Petty Sessions divisions: the seats of senior JPs. With 
the formation in 1889 of two County Councils, the 
Sessions’ administrative role ceased. 

Ron and Judith Henderson 
  

Thank you to all those who have been 
prepared to give votes of thanks and/ or to 
do the write-ups after the talks.  I know they  
are much appreciated by members who 
were unable to attend the meetings. If 
anyone else would be willing to do 
especially the write-up of a talk, please will 
you let the editor (me!) know.   Just once a 
year? 

****** 

We continue to catalogue and archive the documents 
and photographs of the Collections and bring you 
here some recent finds. 

From the Kent and Sussex Courier of 1915:  

 Private Sam Rabson who went to Canada 8 
years ago and is now serving his country in 
France in Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light 
Infantry was fighting not far from Aubers in 
northern France and wrote to his brother, Dick: 

We had a rough time at Ypres on 9th May…….we 
had to hold our trenches with our rifles. 

 Present-day Coincidence =  

When the Wadhurst Twinning Association was in 
France to mark the centenary of the Battle of Aubers 
Ridge on Saturday, 9th May 2015, the previous 
evening everyone was at the Menin Gate for the 
moving 8pm ceremony at which the Wadhurst Brass 
Band was playing. The only other group taking part 
on that occasion was the immaculate Princess 
Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry also marking the 
centenary of one of their engagements. 

 

Beerhouse nearly came a cropper 
thanks to villager 

However popular the Spotted Cow beerhouse at 
Wadhurst may have been with its clientele 100 
years ago, there were those on the parish who 
disapproved of it so thoroughly that they signed 
a petition urging the Mark Cross bench not to 
renew the licence. 

Not that the Spotted Cow was alone in being 
out of favour in certain quarters.  A Tunbridge 
Wells solicitor, Mr J Burton, who appeared for 
the objectors, told the justices that he also had a 
petition from Mayfield where there were “nine 
licensed house [sic] for 180 inhabitants” and it 



 

was felt that these should be diminished in 
number. 

But on that occasion Mr Burton was not 
prepared to challenge the liberal ratio of one 
pub or beerhouse to every 20 residents of 
Mayfield promising that those licences would 
be attacked in a year’s time.  He concentrated 
his attention on the Spotted Cow claiming that 
its late landlord had been convicted by the 
magistrates and the licence ordered to be 
endorsed, the inhabitants of Wadhurst were 
convinced that it was not needed and that it was 
a nuisance anyway. 

But a spirited counter-attack was mounted by 
Mr W S Le Grand, manager of Messrs Smith of 
Lamberhurst, the owners of the Spotted Cow.  
He said that Mr Burton was out of order 
because no notice of the objections had been 
given and his insinuations were “untrue from 
beginning to end”.  

The magistrates adjourned the case for a month 
and it was resumed with the redoubtable Mr W 
C Cripps, in another capacity Town Clerk of 
Tunbridge Wells, appearing for Smiths who 
pointed out that the Spotted Cow had been a 
beerhouse since 1849.  

By this time, Mr Burton had collected more 
ammunition.  He reiterated that a former 
occupier had been convicted and fined for 
gambling, adding that the beerhouse was 
disorderly, the police would say that it was the 
resort of bad characters who passed through the 
neighbourhood and on more than one occasion 
thieves had been found there. 

P C William Waddington said he paid special 
attention to the Spotted Cow which was 
conducted very badly. A “low class of people” 
frequented it and gambling was carried on.  The 
officer, however, agreed with Mr Cripps they 
the new licensee, Frank Stedman, was a very 
respectable man and he admitted they he had 
never found a thief at the Spotted Cow, which 
was also a lodging house. 

Mr Burton commented tartly: “My friend Mr 
Cripps is appearing for the licensed victuallers 
and, therefore, all the bad characters” – a rather 
risky observation, even in privileged 
circumstances.  

Sgt Elphinstone’s evidence was more of a 
handicap than a help to the objectors.  He knew 
of only one instance of gambling and said he 
had found a couple of convicted thieves at the 
beerhouse in the past three years. 

Mr Cripps no doubt made the most of all this in 
his closing address, for the Bench found that 
there was insufficient evidence for them to 
refuse the licence – a decision which was 
greeted by applause in the courtroom. And the 
Spotted Cow continued to dispense its own 
variety of liquid refreshment. 

SC/SB/023 
The original Spotted Cow was a low-pitched old 
type of house with large chimneys where Osborne 
House is now.  It was demolished about 1908/09.  A 
new building was erected opposite and the Spotted 
Cow moved over to that site and the name was 
changed to the White Hart – which is still there 
today.  
 
 

Wadhurst Almshouses  
Appeal of 1965 

 
NOTE:  This appeal is not intended for people 
who have already subscribed. 
 
Since the year 1856, the trustees of the Wadhurst 
United Charities have administered Almshouses for 
elderly people of the Parish who have urgently 
needed such assistance.  Until recently there were 
five of these houses, a block of three cottages in 
Sparrows Green founded by Nicholas Fowles in 
1637 and two cottages on the high ground above 
the Marlpit, which were founded by Thomas 
Whitfield in or about 1600. 
 

Four years ago the cottages in Sparrows Green 
were condemned and the large sum of money 
needed to meet the local Authority's requirements 
was so much beyond the capacity of the trustees 
that they were obliged to sell them for a sum of 
£1109.  The trustees are now building three new 
Almshouses (bungalows) on land already in their 
possession adjacent to the Thomas Whitfield 
Almshouses at a cost of about £6500. 

Towards this sum we have available funds of about 
£4500 (including a grant of £3000 from the Mullins 
Memorial Fund) leaving a balance of £2000, which 
will have to be borrowed from the Uckfield Rural 
District Council at the standard rate of interest, 
unless we can raise part of it by public subscription.  
The more we receive in donations, the less we shall 
have to borrow and consequently the less we shall 
have to charge in weekly payments by the 
almspeople. 

It is thought that many residents of Wadhurst may 
not have seen the previous appeals, and might like 
to help now.  Contributions, large or small, will be   



 

most gratefully received by the Hon. Treasurer, Mr 
F Newington, “Acorns”, Wadhurst.  Cheques 
should be made payable to Wadhurst United 
Charities. 

                            Yours sincerely, 
   C W G Piper, Chairman 
   G L Vivian, Hon Secretary 
 

Wadhurst United Charities is now 159 years old 
and continues to administer the almshouses.  The 
Mullins Memorial Fund is celebrating its centenary 
this year and still discreetly supports people who 
are in some kind of (usually temporary) need in the 
parish of Wadhurst.  

 

The Centenary of the Battle of Aubers Ridge 
was marked in both Aubers and Wadhurst with 
ceremonies at the same hour at the respective War 
Memorials.  Listening to the Wadhurst Brass Band 
playing below the Menin Gate on Friday 8th May at 8 
pm was a moving experience as was the ceremony on 
the actual anniversary on the Saturday at the Le Touret  

 

 

 

 

Le 
Touret 

Memorial 

memorial where the men of Wadhurst are remembered 
with their names on the panels.  The Service was led by 
the Revd. Jeremy James and the congregation included a 
large contingent from the Royal Sussex Regiment, a 
group from Burwash and the Lord Warden of the 
Cinque Ports, Lord Boyce.      

As part the commemoration of the battle and of the 1st 
World War, a special exhibition was created and shown 
at the Mairie of Aubers.  Laurent Mayeux had 
photographed the battle sites of the Western Front from 
Arras to Ypres including Aubers, and Virginie Gallois 
had painted evocative pictures of wounded soldiers.   

We are delighted that we have been given permission to 
display the magnificent exhibition of black and white 
photographs and striking paintings created by Laurent 
and Virginie.  La Ligne presents what the French 
describe as the Forgotten Front which was the line of 
battles from Arras to Ypres, a line which runs like a scar 
across the landscape of northern France.  This is a one-

off opportunity for Wadhurst to view these evocative 
images. 

We hope to exhibit them at the REMEMBRANCE 

EXHIBITION which we ourselves are mounting to 
commemorate the two World Wars and the centenary of 
the Battle of Aubers Ridge on Friday and Saturday 
21st/22nd August 2015 from 10 am till 8 pm and in 
Sudna 23rd until 4 pm.  Refreshments including 
ploughman’s lunches will be available. Besides the 
visual exhibition showing artefacts, uniforms, medals 
and documents from the collections for which we are 
responsible, we will feature relevant readings on the 
hour every hour, and appropriate music.   

 

 

WADHURST HISTORY SOCIETY’S LATEST 

PUBLICATION. 

WADHURST’S BLACK SUNDAY 

9th May 1915 

Sunday 9th May 1915 was described by the vicar of 
Wadhurst, the Revd Leslie Stevenson as Black Sunday.  

As a result of the disastrous Battle of Aubers Ridge, 
twenty-five Wadhurst men lost their lives; all but two of 
them have no known grave.   

The Wadhurst History Society is marking the centenary 
of this battle with this publication as a tribute to those 
men.  

The book looks in detail at the battle itself, its historical 
context, its consequences and its effects upon the 
community of Wadhurst.  It provides background 
information about the men who sacrificed their lives and 
explains how the battle has been remembered in the 
years that followed up to the present day.  

Price  £10                ISBN  978‐0‐9930708‐1‐5 

 

Note from the Editor 

The next Newsletter should appear in about three to four 
months’ time.  It would be good to receive comments,  
information, and articles from Members for inclusion 
and also any questions that you may have.  Somebody 
could well know the answer(s).  Such contributions 
should be sent to The Editor, Chequers, Stone Cross 
Road, Wadhurst, TN5 6LR or may be e-mailed to 
handew@waitrose.com before 
 

MONDAY 28TH
 SEPTEMBER  2015 

 
 



 

I should like here to thank the members of the 
Committee who have worked so effectively in their 
various roles and without whom the Wadhurst 
History Society would cease to function.  As we 
approach the next AGM, may I invite other 
members of the Society to join the Committee.  It is 
interesting and gives you the opportunity to explore 
the Collections but it is not arduous. 
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Christmas Presents 

It may seem a long way away but perhaps the Wadhurst 
History Society can solve one or two “problems” for 
you.   Besides the latest publication described above, we 
will again be publishing our Wadhurst History Society 
calendar with a completely different set of images, and 
Christmas cards. Previous publications are also 
available. 

We also have pictures of old Wadhurst ready for 
mounting and framing, and general cards featuring 
Wadhurst in the olden days. 

Wadhurst History Society Publications 

Wadhurst  - Then and Now, a study in pictures             £12 

Victorian Wadhurst                   £9  

The Last Prize Fight            £4 

Wadhurst Back in Time: 1901 - 1936                      £15 

Wadhurst’s Black Sunday:  9th May 1915        £10 

Wadhurst in the Second World War                      £12 

The Day Wadhurst Changed,  
Friday 20th January 1956                   £9 
 
A Brief History of George Street                                       £4 

Wadhurst:  Town of the High Weald (2nd edition)    £12.50 

 

Future Events 

All talks start at 8pm in the Commemoration Hall with 
doors opening at 7.30.  Bar with teas, coffees and soft 
drinks. Sales stalls. 
 
 

 Friday 21st to Sunday 23rd August:  
REMEMBRANCE EXHIBITION at the 
Commemoration Hall. 

 Thursday 17th September:  KNOLE AND THE 

SACKVILLES – a talk given by Gilly Halcrow. 
 Thursday 8th October:  CARRYING THE 

MAILS – a talk given by Avice Harms 
 Wednesday 11th November:  DIGGING FOR 

VICTORY – a talk given by Russell Bowes 
 Saturday 28th November:  KING HENRY VIII 

IN WADHURST – an evening’s entertainment 
with supper in the Commemoration Hall.  
Tony Harris brings the King to Wadhurst at 
last.  He came only as far as Flimwell some  
many years ago.  

 Wednesday 9th December: (Brief) ANNUAL 

GENERAL MEETING, mulled wine and mince 
pies, followed by PETER COLLINS AND HIS 

HANDBELL RINGERS 
 Thursday 7th January 2016 THE HISTORY OF 

THE WADHURST BRASS BAND by Algy Hoare.  
 

 
 

For updated news and information about the 
Wadhurst History Society, please consult 

 
 

www.wadhursthistorysociety.org   


